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ABSTRACT 
Operating 1  systems or kernels assist in running conventional 
applications. Bare machine computing (BMC) applications run on 
bare machines without using an operating system or a kernel. 
BMC applications are thus independent of any execution platform 
promoting longevity and reducing obsolescence. We investigate 
the binary transformation of conventional applications enabling 
them to run on bare machines. Three sample applications are used 
to demonstrate the binary transformation process and show the 
feasibility of our approach. Two Visual Studio applications are 
transformed to run on a bare PC and one large bare PC application 
binary is linked dynamically and transformed to run with a bare 
PC Web server. The transformation process and the dynamic 
linking of binary modules help to identify design and research 
issues. Our work lays a foundation to achieve the ultimate goal of 
making applications independent of computing platforms and 
environments. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Many complex bare machine computing (BMC) applications 

have been developed previously [1-5]. Instead of developing 
applications that can run on bare PCs or bare machines, which 
requires considerable effort and time, we consider the binary 
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transformation of existing conventional applications to run on 
bare machines. Without having ownership or affinity, users will 
be able to use computers anywhere and own their applications 
with total control. When the OS or kernel is eliminated, the 
layered approach to computing is replaced with an application-
centric approach wherein applications directly interface with 
hardware. Potential advantages of BMC applications include 
automatic ubiquity and the homogenization of hardware and 
software. Duplication of hardware and software will also be 
avoided when the BMC paradigm is used in pervasive devices. 

There are two possible approaches to transforming computer 
applications to run on bare PCs.  The first is a source code 
approach such as that used to transform SQLite to run on a bare 
PC [6]. This approach requires the source code to be compiled 
without using any system libraries. In the BMC application, 
header files have to be replaced with direct hardware and software 
interfaces, which are included with the program. As the SQLite 
package is amalgamated and contains only a few source and 
header files, this technique was successful. Unfortunately, the 
compilation process becomes tedious and difficult when there are 
more source and header files, and also if the header files have a 
long chain of include files. A second approach is to perform a 
binary transformation using the existing binary executable. In this 
case, the transformed binary code for the target application has to 
run in the bare PC with the support of another application running 
in the machine.  

The binary transformation approach is challenging since it 
requires running foreign binary code with an existing bare BMC 
application, which is a single monolithic executable that is 
statically bound to memory. The binary code is a separate 
executable designed to run with a given OS or kernel and is 
compiled with its separate address space. We assume that the 
binary executable is architecturally compatible with the BMC 
application running in the machine (both x86 and Microsoft 
executables). We identify the relevant design issues and describe a 
methodology for binary transformation. We select three 
applications to illustrate our approach: printing data (bPrintf), 
bubble sort (bSort) and a binary network interface driver (bNIC).  
Although bPrintf and bSort are trivial programs in a conventional 
sense, they serve to identify critical issues that need to be resolved 
during the binary transformation process enabling their 
executables to run on a bare PC. The bNIC application is a large 
binary executable that represents Intel gigabit NIC device driver 
code, which works with an existing bare PC networking 
application [7]. We show how to transform this binary driver so 
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that it can run with a BMC application. The rest of this paper is 
organized as follows. Section 2 describes the binary 
transformation process for the three applications: print, sort, and a 
network interface device driver. Section 3 discusses issues 
requiring further research and the significance of the present 
work. Section 4 presents related work, and section 5 contains the 
conclusion.  

2 BINARY TRANSFORMATIONS  

2.1 Print Application (bPrintf) 
We first consider the binary transformation process for a 

simple “printf” program written in Visual Studio (VS). The 
executable has 6144 bytes or 12 sectors. The output of this 
executable running in DOS window is shown in Fig. 1. Notice 
that even this single C statement resulted in a large binary file. 
The header section in the file contains the attributes related to the 
binary executable as shown in Fig. 2. The PEView tool [8] tool 
generates file parameters from the header section as shown in Fig. 
3, which include the labeled data items 1-6. The Objdump tool [9] 
generates an assembly listing of this binary file, which is over ten 
pages. The PEExplorer tool [10] is used to view calls in the 
assembly code. A partial list of these calls is shown in Fig. 4. 
Using the above tools, we obtain the structure of the binary 
executable, which is useful for understanding the binary 
transformation technique. The following subsections describe the 
steps to transform this application.  

Figure 1: Printf.exe Output on DOS Windows.

Figure 2: Printf.exe Header Section.

Figure 3: Printf.exe Parameter’s from PE View. 

Figure 4: PEExplorer View of Printf.exe Assembly Code. 

2.1.1 Host Application. As the binary executable can only 
run in an OS environment, all the OS related interfaces must be 
removed and the necessary bare PC interfaces must be plugged 
into the code. In order to provide the bare PC interfaces, a bare PC 
host application should be running to load and run the program. 
Since the host application is compiled and linked separately from 
the binary executable, a special task is needed to provide a host 
environment for the binary executable. The BMC architecture 
includes a main task, a receive task and application or protocol-
related tasks such as an HTTP task [1], a TLS task [4] and a 
SQLite task [5]. A running task suspends and returns control to 
the main task when it has to wait for an event and it resumes when 
the event occurs. The task chosen to provide a host environment 
for the binary executable in this case is a SQLite task. The 
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implementation of this mechanism is shown in Fig. 5. The binary 
executable runs (Task1), whenever the state flag is set to 100 and 
the original task runs whenever the state flag is set to 101. The 
original task SQLite is preserved using this mechanism and the 
binary executable runs under the existing task thus avoiding new 
task creation. The SwitchEIP() function will switch from the 
original task to the binary executable as shown in Fig. 5 by 
modifying the EIP (program counter) in the TSS. The binary 
executable layout in memory obtained using the PEView tool ry is 
shown in Fig. 6. 

Figure 5: The SwitchEIP() Function. 

Figure 6: Binary Executable Map. 

2.1.2 Transformation Process. The binary executable is 
disassembled to generate its assembly code. At an assembly level, 
all OS related calls must be realized through “call” functions. 

There are internal and external (OS related) calls in the assembly 
program.  Internal calls have no effect on the transformation 
process. The PEExplorer tool statically helps to identify these 
calls. 

In order to run the target binary code on a bare PC, we need to 
replace all system calls with essential and equivalent bare PC 
interfaces. The major problem is to understand the functionality of 
the system calls and replace them in the binary code. Some calls 
may be replaced with equivalent interfaces, others may not have a 
direct equivalent, and some may not be required. This problem is 
not same as that encountered in a virtual machine, where OS calls 
can be mapped from one OS to another. The BMC paradigm 
assumes no OS concepts and is not a centralized approach. We 
use a manual approach for the transformation process to help 
identify the relevant design issues. Although the external calls 
must be understood, the functionality of the assembly code is not 
relevant for the binary transformation process.  

The following steps are executed manually to transform the 
binary executable.  

1. Using PEExplorer, identify “call” locations (system 
calls and DLLs) in the binary code  

2. Understand call parameters,  format of assembly listing 
and parameters passing 

3. Implement equivalent calls in the BMC as needed or use 
existing calls 

4. Replace OS calls with the BMC calls in the binary code  
The entry point to the code as shown in Fig. 2 (0x12AE) is 

used to compute the actual entry point (0x12AE – 0x1000 + 
0x400 = 0x6AE), which is used to start the program. 0x1000 is 
the executable start point after linking and 0x400 is size of the 
header section.  

Instead of replacing all system calls at once, a hill-climbing 
methodology is adopted by moving from one call to the next in 
the code and dealing with one call at a time. We use interrupts to 
handle the external calls. When a given interrupt is invoked, the 
control is returned to an application program. When a current call 
is resolved, the next call is replaced with an INT 90 in the binary 
executable. The code is shown in Fig. 7. When the program runs, 
the interrupt prints a message and executes while (1). This will 
assure that the program control reached this particular call, where 
there is an interrupt. If it is not a required call for BMC, this call 
will be replaced with another interrupt INT 91 (in Fig. 8), which 
will use a dummy call and simply return to the next instruction. If 
it is a required call, INT 92 is used to substitute the system call 
with the BMC call (Fig. 9).  Note that the hex value (0x12345678) 
printed was passed through the stack. Its address in the stack is 
captured as shown in Fig. 9 and the offset to the BMC call is also 
computed. Passing parameters in the stack needs to be mapped to 
the BMC call parameters as illustrated here. Parameter capturing 
is the most difficult part of this transformation. 

A screenshot of the running program is shown in Fig. 10. This 
figure shows the same binary executable running in a loop 
indicating that a binary executable can run while the host program 
is running. In this example, INT 91 was used in 12 places and INT 
92 was used in just one call.  The “I am here” message is printed 
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in a dummy function call as shown in the figure. INT 91 and 92 
are shown in the figure, but INT 90 is not shown because that run 
is in a different screen output. The rest of the information on the 
screen is used for debugging purposes. 

Figure 7: Int 90. 

Figure 8: Int 91. 

Figure 9: Int 92. 

2.2 Sort Application (bSort) 
The binary transformation process described for the simple 

print application can also be used to transform applications with a 
larger number of system calls. We consider the example of a 
standard bubble sort “bSort” program written in Visual Studio 
(VS). The executable has 6656 bytes or 13 sectors. The assembly 
listing of this program is 13 pages. The output of this executable 
running in a DOS window is shown in Fig. 11. As with the bPrintf 
binary executable, PEView, PEExplorer and Objdump are used to 

help with transforming the program to run on a bare PC. The entry 
point for this program is located at 0x14A0. Details of this 
example are omitted as it is similar to the bPrinf program. The 
bare PC output for bSort is shown in Fig. 12. In this application, 
we used many interrupts to replace system calls, where each 
system call is handled with one interrupt. The parameter passing 
strategy is same as in the bPrintf application. A tool that can 
automatically perform the binary transformation steps for simple 
applications such as print and sort will be developed in the future. 

Figure 10: Bare PC display for Printf.exe. 

Figure 11: bSort running in DOS window. 

Figure 12: bSort running in bare PC window.
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2.3 Network Interface Device Driver (bNIC) 
The bPrintf and bSort executables provided useful insights into 

the binary transformation process. However, each involves only a 
relatively small number of system calls and a small binary 
executable. We now consider the transformation of a more 
complex application: a bare PC gigabit Ethernet Intel NIC device 
driver, which has a large binary executable and a much larger 
number of external calls than the sort application.  

Fig. 13 shows the system architecture used for this application. 
A bare PC Web server has an Ethernet NIC device driver that is 
closely integrated with the application program [7]. The Ethernet 
NIC device driver (object file EtherObj.obj) and the Web server 
code is a single monolithic executable. The Ethernet calls are 
made from various functions as indicated in the figure. The 
Ethernet calls are intertwined with the Web server code 
eliminating all layers in the network protocols. The above system 
is a working Web server with its Ethernet device driver.  

In order to demonstrate the binary transformation of an 
Ethernet NIC device driver, a separate binary executable is 
created with EtherObj.obj and Ethernet.obj, where Ethernet.obj is 
a test file for this driver. The test file simply instantiates the 
EtherObj class and initializes the parameters. Many debug 
statements are inserted in this driver file to ensure the invocation 
of this driver after transformation.  There is no other Web server 
code in the test file. A dummy Ethernet.exe is created to 
demonstrate the transformation process with an executable.  

The challenge in this transformation is to cut off the Web 
server connections to original EtherObj.obj file and connect with 
the Ethernet.exe file. As shown in Fig. 13, connections to the 
Ethernet driver come from several methods including 
createOtherTasks() and StartTransfer(). In the Web server code, a 
connection can be a function call or a variable reference. In 
Fig.14, TDLPointer and SendInPtr are variables in the EO class, 
and FormatEthPacket() is a member function. Functions and 
variables are located in different segments in the binary 
executable and thus computing their addresses in memory is 
different. 

A total of 27 instances in the test.exe (application program) are 
affected during the transformation process. In a conventional 
system, a sophisticated dynamic linker tool can resolve these 
references. As a similar tool has not been developed yet for BMC 
applications, a manual approach is currently used for this purpose. 

2.3.1 Function Calls. Given an external function call in 
test.exe, it is replaced with the binary executable call as shown in 
Fig. 15. When a given function is called, it is necessary to identify 
the memory location of the call and the address of the called 
function in memory. For a ColdReset() function call in the 
program, Fig. 15 illustrates how to compute these addresses. 
Other function call addresses can be computed in a similar 
manner. In this application, test.exe is the executable to run the 
Web server.  

The test.map file shows all the function addresses located in 
the test.exe file. The ColdReset() function is located within 
another function called a parent function. The parent function in 
this case is located at 0x3b2bf in the test.map file. The offset of 

the ColdReset() function within the parent function is 0x649, 
which can be obtained by looking at the parent function list file 
(e.g. File.lst). The ColdReset() function is located in the program 
at 0x3b908 (0x3b2bf+0x649), and in memory at 0x3ad08 
(0x3b908 – 0x1000 – 0x400). Microsoft executables start at 
0x1000 and they have 2 sectors of header files (0x400). When the 
ColdReset() function is called, the program counter is at (0x3b908 
+ 5=0x3b90d) as the current instruction is 5 bytes long. Currently, 
the hex code at the location of ColdReset() at address 0x3ad08 is 
0xfffc6c61, which is pointing to the old ColdReset() call in the 
Ethernet NIC device driver. If we want to invoke the binary 
executable in the Ethernet.exe for this function, we need to change 
the address at this location.  

The Ethernet.exe binary is loaded at a dummy address 0x11e1. 
The ColdReset() function in Ethenet.exe is located at 0x1361 
(according to Ethernet.map file). So the actual address of 
ColdReset() function in the binary executable is 0x1361+0x11e1 
= 0x2542. This implies the offset address for calling binary 
executable ColdReset() function is 0x2542-0x3b90D = 
0xfffc6c35. Thus, the existing address at location 0x3ad08 has to 
be replaced with this offset address, shown in the figure in little 
endian form consistent with the Intel architecture. This illustrates 
the process for replacing a single call in a regular program with a 
call to the desired binary executable. The example shows that a 
binary executable can be transformed to work with a regular 
application. The transformation process is not the same as using 
DLLs in an OS environment, since BMC applications do not 
support DLLs and there is no centralized kernel or OS running in 
the system. 

In this case, the binary transformation only involved BMC 
calls. The transformation methodology for OS to BMC calls will 
in principle be the same. However, the interactions between a 
conventional application (such as an OS-based NIC driver) and 
the OS will involve several additional layers resulting in a 
considerably more complex binary transformation. 

2.3.2 Variables. Given a variable address, it is replaced with 
the binary executable address as shown in Fig. 16. An example of 
SendInPtr variable illustrates this process. The SendInPtr variable 
is located in the parent function at 0x4cfa2 address. The SendInPtr 
offset in the File.lst file is 0x87. So the SendInPtr is located in 
memory at 0x4c439 (0x4cfa2 + 0x87 – 0x1000 – 0x400). The 
SendInPtr in the Ethernet.map for the new location is at 
0x00031028. Thus, we need to replace the data at 0x4c439 with 
the 0x00031028 value. This calculation is simpler than the 
function call as there is no need to compute the address offset and 
use the current program counter location. 

The addresses generated for functions and variables are 
dependent on some parameters as shown in Figs. 15 and 16. Some 
of these parameters change when an application is modified and 
recompiled. In order to deal with this problem, we developed a 
spreadsheet to compute these addresses for all 27 functions with 
some parameters.  It is also possible to put the spreadsheet 
equations in the code to dynamically compute these addresses and 
plug them into the binary executable at appropriate locations. 
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Figure 13: Web server connections. 

Figure 14: EO variables. 

Figure 15: Computing the ColdReset() address. 

Figure 16: Computing the SendInPtr address. 

2.4 Functional Operation after Transformation 
After plugging in the necessary calls to the NIC driver for all 

external calls, we tested the Web server for proper operation. 
Initially, as shown in the screenshot of Fig. 17, the Web server 
acts as a client and transfers files from a Windows server. Once 
the file transfer is complete, the Web server is ready to serve 
client requests. The “tulogo.gif” page is shown in Fig. 18 as an 
example to illustrate successful completion by the server of a 
client request.  

This approach demonstrates that binary code can be 
dynamically linked and transformed to work with an existing 
BMC application such as a Web server. The technique used here 
serves as a first step towards developing a general methodology to 
perform binary transformations of existing OS based executables. 

Figure 17: Bare PC display for file transfer. 
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Figure 18: Browser display for a client request. 

3 DISCUSSION 
The transformation process in these three examples highlights 

several issues that require further research. For example, there is a 
need for user driven semi-automatic or fully automated 
transformation tools, which can do the transformation process 
dynamically at run time. Also, the host BMC application should 
provide a running BMC environment for foreign binary 
executables. Understanding external system calls and replacing 
them with the appropriate BMC calls is a difficult problem. 
Finding equivalent BMC functions and sometimes replacing them 
with dummy functions is currently done using an ad-hoc 
approach. More formal methods for replacing external system 
calls will need to be investigated in future. Additional problems 
that were discovered during our transformation experiments with 
OS-based binary executables relate to module intertwining. 
Finally, the transformation process should not require an 
understanding of the binary code, as otherwise the problem 
becomes unmanageable. It should be noted that since BMC 
systems are different from conventional systems, it is not possible 
to directly apply standard binary reverse engineering techniques 
used to map between different OS environments (for example, 
techniques enabling Windows binaries to run in Linux).     

The binary transformation process presented here lays a 
foundation for future research that will enable current OS based 
applications to run on bare machines or bare PCs with no OS 
support. This makes the transformed applications independent of 
computing platforms such as Windows and Linux. As an OS or 
kernel serves as middleware, eliminating it will result in a flat 
model where general-purpose applications directly communicate 
to the hardware. The transformation concept can also be applied 
to pervasive devices in a variety of operating environments. Once 
the transformation process is automated, BMC interfaces will 
provide common computer interfaces to the hardware reducing the 
current heterogeneity among hardware and architectures. 

4 RELATED WORK 
The BMC paradigm is related to research efforts attempting to 

eliminate the OS or reduce its footprint [11-15]. The essential 
difference between these approaches and the BMC approach is 
that the latter enables general-purpose applications to run directly 
on the bare PC hardware without any OS or kernel support. 
Unlike porting an application from one OS platform to another, 
transforming the source code of OS-based applications to run on a 
bare PC has proved to be difficult [6]. This is the first attempt to 
transform binary executables from conventional OS-based 
applications to run on a bare PC.  

Similar work in an OS-based environment is essentially 
reverse engineering. For example, due to the difficulty of writing 
numerous network device drivers for Linux from scratch, the 
NDIS wrapper [16] was developed. This wrapper has been used to 
enable legacy Windows drivers to run on Linux by implementing 
the necessary parts of the Windows kernel and linking the driver. 
RevNIC [17] adopts a different approach to reverse engineering a 
binary NIC driver. It consists of a tool that takes the driver binary, 
uses reverse engineering techniques to derive the driver logic, and 
produces device driver code that matches the original driver 
interactions with the hardware. RevNIC has been used to reverse 
engineer a few Windows drivers to run on different OSs. While 
the approach is innovative, there do not appear to be examples of 
using RevNIC to reverse engineer drivers other than those 
discussed in the work by the original authors. Finally, an example 
showing how to reverse engineer a driver for a USB device is 
given in [18]. As discussed in the previous section, since BMC 
applications run on a bare PC with no OS or kernel support, 
binary transformations of OS executables is different from 
conventional reverse engineering. 

5 CONCLUSION 
We investigated binary transformations that enable an existing 

binary executable for a conventional OS-based application to be 
run as or within a BMC application on a bare PC. Transformed 
binaries include a printing application, a sorting application, and a 
binary network interface driver. We described the steps in the 
transformation process for each binary and provided the relevant 
internal implementation details. We also discussed issues to be 
addressed in future research on binary transformations and the 
significance of this work. While the current work is preliminary, it 
will serve as foundation for future research targeting the binary 
transformation of complex OS-based applications. We are 
presently investigating the feasibility of applying the 
transformation techniques used for the BMC NIC binary to OS-
based binary NIC drivers.  
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